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Orthorhombic cubanite transforms between 200'
anil 2L0'C directly to a face-centred cubic polymorph
which is, in general, tryinneil along the (111) plane.
The strubtural relationship between orthorhombic and
cubic cubanite has been determined. The transformation appea$ to 6e irreversible in the laboratory and
annealinE of cubic cubanite belornt the inversion temperature rezults in chalcopyrite saolution This is
opposite to the relationship in whi& orthorhombic
cubanite is frequent'y found as "o<solution" latbs in
a chalcopyrite matrix in mineral deposits.
hunopuc:rorrr
Cubanite, CuFeaSs, usually occurs ln ore deposits with dralcopyrite, and sometimes with
The
pyrrhotite,
and pentlandite.
ialnakhite,
(orthorhombic,
crystal structure of cubanite
space group Pcrnn, a: 6.467(1), b : 11.117(6),

(Sarmanski1973) has
c: 6.231(2)4,Z:4
been studied previouslyby severalinvestigators
* Mineral Sciences Division Sulphide Research
Contribution #52.

(e.g. Buerger 1945, 1947; Azarcff &- Buoger
igSS; fleJt 1970). The structure has becn described by Buerger (1947) as being made up--of
slabs of ihe wurtzite structure parallel to (010)
arLdb/2 wide, joined to one another by inversion
centres so thal there is a sharing of an edge
between adjacent iron co-ordination tetrahedra
(Fig. 1). Wurtzite has a polar structure with- all
co-ordination tetrahedra pointing one wan but
in cubanitg half of the tetrahedra point one way
and half the other. The mineral qhibits a weak
ferromagnetic moment of 0.03 Bohr magnetons
per Fe atom close to the b-axis direction and this
L Uuli*ua to result from the canting of the
moments in two equivalent Fe sublattices of
opposedspin (Fleet 1970; Townsend et al. L972).
M8ssbauer studies of Imbert & Wintenberger
(1968) have confirmed the existenceof a magnetic coupling in cubanite; however,other Miissbauer work (Makarov
-because et ol. 1968) is difficult- to
of possible ipn-fusion becomprehend
tween orthorhombic and cubic cubanite.
There has been qrnsiderable work on the polymorphism of cubanite induced by heating. Pub-

Frc.
- -f"e,
l. Diagrammatic representationol orthorhombic^cubanite(let) and of cubic cubanite (right) slowof sulphur a1&ns,.with their gPProximate:elative
the hrp ^.d ccp arrangernents
;#;tely,
oriunt"tion bef6re and after transformation.For the orthorhombiccubanite-cell, the a axis points tois horizontal and the c axis is vertical Dashedlines connectadjacentFe
tt. A
;;d;-iil-r;"dst,
,, "trinversioncentres.ln cubic cubanitethe small circlesrepresentthe ilisordereil
;;"*r (rfgf-ii,Jj
(C',Fei sites,ard the tllll direction ol the sphalerite.likecell is vertical.
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lications on this work include teports that cubanite transforms directly to a cubic phase either
at 270oC (Sawada et al. 1962), at.22A"C or
lower (Fleet 1970),or between200oC and 235'C
(Mukaiyama & Izawa 1970). A direct transformation to a hexagonal phase has been suggested
(Vaasjoki 1971). It has also been proposedthat
there is a tetragonal polymorph, intermediate
between orthorhombic and cubic cubanite (Yund
& Kullerud 1966),but this has not been substantiated further. Sawada et aI. (1962) have reported that there is a decreaseof saturation magnetization at room temperature to negligible
values and that this transformation is accompanied by a disordering of Fe and Cu atomr.
Fleet (1970) compared the observed and calculated intensities for high-temperature cubanite
using powder diffraction dat4 and found good
agreement assuming the sphalerite-like structure
for the high-temperature form and random
octupation of cations sites. He also noted the
similarity between dut of high-temperature cubanite and d4a of, cubanite and from this suggested that the two lorms bear a similar relationship to eaih other as does sphalerite to
wurEite.
Materiak and techniques
A cubanite crystal (1.5 X 2 X 5 'n-) from the
Strathcona ming Sudbury, Ontario, was sa\rn
E Strictly speaking this is intermediate solid
solution (iss) of CuFesSscomposition (Cabri 1973) but
we refer to it in this paper simply as cubic cubanite.
TABLEI.

with a wire saw into five slices for use in the
heating orperiments (Table 1). These slices were
subsequently characterized by reflection microscopy, by r-ray diffraction (Gandolfi, Debye,
Scherrer, and precession eameras), and with an
electron-probe microanalysei. Other cubanite
crystals wed from the same locality were too
small and could be characterized only by x-ray
diffraction. Annealing of specimenswas done in
horizontal furnaces (temperafure controlled within soc), rvith the samples contained in sealed
evacuated silica glass tubes. The annealing temperature was determined with a calibrated PtPt/I|% Rh thennocouple and the samples wue
quenched in ice.water.
E:<pnnrumvrar.Rrzur.rs arvo Drscussnom
The polgmorphLsmof cubanite
The heating experiments with the five slices
are described in terms of the periods and temperature of annealing in Table I and the identification of tJre products is also detailed therein.
X-ray diffraction powder patterns were taken for
each of the specimeru (#1-B) using a 57.3-m'n
Gandolfi camera and/or a 114.6 Debye-Scherrer
camera with Fe.filtered CoKo radiation. These
patterns were compared with those of previously
characterizedcubic (high-temperature) cubanite *
(Maclean et al. 1972), chalcopyrite (Cabri &
Hall 1972), and orthorhombic cubanite (Berry &
Thompson 1962). In every case the measured
patterns matched with one or more of the
standards.
The results of the heating experiments on the
sliced cubanite crystal (Table 1) show that ortho-
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rhombic cubanite transforms directly to a hightemperature cubic phase between 200 and 2I0"C
and that the orthorhombic/cubic transformation
is sluggish near the transition temperature. At
no time was there any evidence of a horagonal
phase and this is discussed more fully below.
Microscopic study of a polished section of specimen $5 (Fig. 2) shows that orthorhombic
cubanite occurs as well-defined "domains" with
respecl to the cubic cubanite matrix. The distinct
cracksperpendicularto c and lesswell-developed
cradcsparallel to c reported by Vaasjoki (1971)
are also clearly visible in Figure 2.
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sure times of 30 hours provided diffraction data
that could be explained entirely in terms of a
single crystal of cubic cubanite with o: 5"324.
This larger value is probably due to tlle different
composition resulting from the exsolution of
chalcopyrite. Longer exposuretimes (- 100hours)
of the hk\ and 0/cl films showed additional weak
reflections which required an approximate doubling of the cubic cubanite cell dimensions in
each direction. A detailed mmparison of these
data with that of dralcopyrite (Hall & Stewart
1973) showed that the weak reflections were in
fact the 101, 301, 103, and 105 reflections of
three dralcopyrite single crystals oriented with
their axes parallel to the principal axesof cubic
cubanite.
Twinning at th,e orthorhombic/cubic
transformation

Fic. 2 Oriented "lamellae" of orthorhombiccubanite
(ligtrter mlour) in a matrix of high+empoature
cubanite.The blaclq irregular areasare pis. Frac'
tures pararlelto the orthorhombiccubanite lamellae are clearly visible while the fine cross-cutting
lines are scratdresdue to polishing. (Specimen
#5, Table 1).

Experiments additional to those described in
Table I were performed to determine the structural relationship between orthorhombic and
cubic cubanite. Cubic cubanite crystals (annealed
at 300oC and quenched) were o<amined using
a precession camera and, with one exc€ption,
were found to be twinned. Lr every case where
there was twinning, only two twin components,
related by the twin plane normal to one of the
tl111 directionsof tlre cubic structurg were
observed.Diffraction intensities indicated that
tlre proportions of these componslts were equal.
This suggestedthat this (111) twin plane was
unique and had a special relationship to the
crystal lattice.
The relationihip between the crystallographic
axes of orthorhombic cubanite and the twinning
direction in cubic cubanite was studied in the
following manner. An irregular fragment of
cubanite (-0.4 mm across) was determined to
be a single crystal by means of x-ray precession
photographs and was examined so that the orientation of the crystallographic axeswas established
in relation to the crystal form. This crystal was
then transformed to the cubic polymorph and
characterized with x-ray powder patterns using
a Gandolfi camera. Further examination by the
r-ray precession method showed it to have the
twinning described above, with the twin plane
of the cubic cell in the ab plane of the ortho.
rhombic cell. The directional relationship of the
ofihorhombic (o) to cubic (c) cells is: [001]. ll

The existenceof a reported'otetragonal"phase,
intermediate between cubic and orthorhombic
cubanitq was investigated in specimens #4 and
#?. Table 2 lists the diffraction data for one of
the specimens(#7), along with those of cubic
cubanite (a: 5.283A) and chalcopyrite (4:
5.%, c: 10.40A). The x-ray diffraction powder
pattern does appear "tetragonal" as previously
ieported by Yund & Kullerud (1966) but a comparison of this pattem indicates that specimen
#7 is simply a mixture of cubic cubanite and
chalcopyrite. Since the cubanite pattern of specimen #8 (Table 1) is lree of any entraneous
lines, the cJralcopyrite present in specimen $7
; [010]"ll [101]";t1001,ll [121]c.
mwt have resulted on annealing. Corroborative [111]"
The orthorhombic/cubic thermal transformaevidence for the existence of this mixrure was
obtained by oramining specimen #7 with an tion is noteworthy becauseit appears irreversible
x-ray precession camera. A preliminary photo- in the laboratory and because orthorhombic
cubanite has not been synthesized. The transgraphic suwey with MoKcl radiation and orpo'
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fqrnation seemsto be similar to that of ww1r:ite/
sphalerite but, in orthorhombic cubanite. the
horagonal close-packed (hcp) sulphur matri(,
wi4 layers stael<edABAB parallel to tlee ab plane
(c/2 apatt), has half the metal atoms associated
with tlese layers being above and half below
(in slabs b/2 wrde), The transformation to
high-temperature cubanite must involve a movement of the metals to one particular side of the
sulphur lay.ers, accompanied by a disordering of
* A ccp 61'angemeot of atoms
results in a facecentred cubic (fcc) sfucture.
TABLE2.

the metals and a rmrganization of the sulphur
layers to produce an ABCABC sequence of a
sphalerite-like structure. The hcp to cubic closepacked (ccp) * transformation in layer structwes
is not uncommon, particularly in metals and
simple ionic compounds,and is basedon stacking
(twin) faults of these layers (Banetr 1952).
If the polymorphic transformation nucleates
at more than one point within the crystal,
the initial layers of co-ordination tetrahedra
may pint
in opposite directions (i.e., the
metals may be located on opposite sides of
the hcp sulphur layers in different parts of the
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1. Cubanite-(gp)
mine,.0nt., heatedto 30fC andquenched
(gacLean
'1972).fromStrathcona
et aL.
Patternobtainedwith 57.3nmGandotficameri.;=b.rriaa2jii-:---"

t.

nmDebye-scherrer.
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3. Chalcop)'rile (cp) from Westernmines, B.C. (Cabri & Ha111912). a=5.28(l),
o=10.40(l)4.
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crystal) and this will give risg to a twinned
cubic lattice. The more nucleation points there
are within a crystal, the greateris the probability
of finding equal proportions o[ twins in the
transformed lattice. If the proportion of twin
components is equal, the symmetry of the t'wincomposite reciprocal lattice is 6/rnmm. This
results in a pseudo.hexagonallattice, with o(hex)
: a(cub)/ dTand c(hex) : a(cub) X Vg
This probably accounts for the report by Vaasjoki (1971) that high-temp-eraturecubanite is
hexagonal with c = 9.174. The structural
changes required by this transformation may
also explain why single crystals of unt'winned
cubic cubanite are small. Our experience has
shown that, of the many cubic cubanite crystals
examined, only the smallest (-0.05 mm) was
found to be single with no twin component.
Intensity data have been collected for this crystal
and a detailed structure analysis is in progress.
The exsolution of chnlcopwite from
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occurs in the host e,halcopyrite followed zubsequentlv bv the transformation of the cubic
cufanite to the orthorhombic structure. The
reverse relationship observed in our orperiments
in rvhidr chalcopyrite laths exsolve out of cubic
cubanite matrix, rvith no apparent subsequent
transformation to the orthorhombic cell, may be
of importance to students of ore deposits. The
ineversibility of the orthorhombic/cubic transformation in the laboratory may be due to dlfferent physico-chemical conditions qn$i"S - itt
natuie. On the other hand, the possibility that
naturally occurring orthorhombic cubanite exsolved directly from a chalcopyrite matri& ot
formed by other reactions below the transition
tempsature, cannot be excluded.

Concr.usroNs
Cubanite transforms between 200 and 2l0oc
directly to a face-centred cubic polymorph of
CuFezSa composition. This cubic cubanite is
often twinned along the (ll1) plane which is
high - t emperature cubanit e
the a,b plane of orthorhombic cubanite. The
The presenceof single-crystaldomains of chal- mechanism of the transformation, though not
copyrite in specimen $7, oriented along the fullv understood, is thought to be similar to that
principal axes of cubic cubanite, seeunsto be of the wurzite/sphalerite transformation.
consistentwith the localized ordering of Cu and
Annealing experiments on cubic cubanite be'
Fe atoms with decreasingkinetic energy. Under low the transformation temperatwe results in
such conditions the metal atoms, starting at ran- the ocsolution of chalcopyrite laths from the
dom nucleation points, may be located in specific cubic cubanite matix. This relationship is the
interstices in the face-centred cubic sulphur reverse of that commonly found in some ore
matrix, in an order that is dictated by the anti
deposits, where orthorhombic cubanite laths
ferromagnetic and/or ionic covalent interactions. occur in a dralcopyrite matrix. This suggeststhal
The single-crystal domains of chalcopyrite e:<- in nature, orthorhbmbic cubanite may crystallize
pand from these points until inhibited by dis- from a ciralmpyrite matrix below 200-210oC'
continuities or fractures in the sulphur matrix,
or by the unavailability of an equal proportion
AcrNowr-nPcrun.trs
of Cu and Fe atoms at the chalcopyrite-cubic
'We
are grateful to IVIr. D.R. Owens for the
cubanite interface. The availability of an equal
eleLonprobe analyses and to I\[r. I.H.G.
carefrrl
proportion of metal atoms depends,in large parl
on the ability of these atoms to diffuse through Laflamme for assistancewith the heating experithe sulphur matrix at t}le time of chalcopyrite ments and the polished sections.We would like
formation. Two factors, namely, temperatrue and to thank Dr. ].S. White Jr. of the Smithso$an
the rate of cooling, are probably critical in the Institution, Washington, D.C. and Dr. t.D. Scott
mobility of metal atoms in such a solid-statedif- of Queen'i University, Kingston' Ontariq both
fusion transformation. Such a formation process of ihom generously provided us with the cubawould account for the small amounts of chalco- nite crystal"sfrom the Strathcona mine. We would
pyrite present in specimens#4 and f7. Indeed, also like to thank Dr. Howard T. Evans tr. of
chalcopyrite was observedonly as a single lath the U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C''
(2 X 10 plm) in specimen #7 but could not for critical reading of our manuscript.
be observedin specimen#4 which had been an'
nealed for a shorter period of time, though it
Rerms.Icns
was detectedby x-ray diffraction.
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